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 by Chad Foret 

“And what is space anyway if not the 
body’s absence at every given 

point?” 
Joseph Brodsky, “To Urania” 

“This paleness is a plaque of pantomimes & pity parties. 
As an Alphanumerican citizen, I’m here to complain 
that my bodice of symbols is clogged with rain.” 

“You’re just a destination, bloodlet cerebra, were never 
wonder’s antivenin. At best, hope’s boneyard, light’s 
subsidiary, loud, ineffective disabling of -cides.” 

“Lust & grace are quilted veils, confabulations of the self. 
I know every word is a running away, a lean & savage 
exit into structure, stewed id, antithesis of silence. 

At least I am breath’s vessel & an intangible machine.” 
“I am the culmination of the mind & beautifully coarse. 
You are the hoarsest fallacy, the spinning fruit that 

predicates the truancy of jackpots—you’re too perfectly 
temporal, an occlusion of karma, a jail of bastard songs. 
I am the flesh’s firmaments: waste, taste & thought.” 

“I am the lifeline of life,” “you mean music’s underarm,” “calamity’s respite,” “chasm of 
neuroses—” “You community of shambles!” “Crash of flaccid dirges!” “Source of all errors!” 
“Impotent tempo!” They fell to the floor, rolled around a bit. The bartender pulled them apart, & 
there were numerous bruises, but they were both ashamed. “Sorry.” “Same here.” “I need your 
mind, you need my rhythm.” “Let’s rock! Reflections of trees on water await,” &, against 

their better judgement, because they’d both been drinking, they drove home horribly: ran red 



lights, smashed stop signs, turned dumbly onto one ways, clipped hikers, woke families, left ruts 
beside strange driveways, & then they called me up, said, “Hey! We’re coming over!” They 
showed up with 40s, bothered all the neighbors. I bet they’re on my lawn, asleep inside the sun.


